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Abstract 

The magnetosheath is a region between the Earth’s magnetosphere and the interplanetary 

medium. It has both scientific and practical value since direct interactions between the 

magnetosphere and the solar wind occur here. The varying conditions of the solar wind in 

many way affect life on Earth and accordingly the behavior of the magnetosheath has many 

implications. The European Space Agency’s Cluster mission is currently investigating key 

regions in the Earth’s magnetic environment including the magnetosheath. 

The primary goal of this project was to compile two data sets, a larger set of dayside 

magnetosheath data and a subset with uncontaminated O+ data only. These can be used in 

future studies on characteristics of the magnetosheath and escape of magnetospheric O+. A 

description of how the magnetosheath data were sorted out from seven years of data from 

one of the Cluster spacecraft is presented, as well as of how the presence of O+ was identified. 

This is an extension of an earlier study on three years of Cluster data from the magnetosheath. 

The new, larger data sets not only enable more profound studies on the magnetosheath and 

the escape of O+, but also how it varies with the solar wind conditions. 

A secondary goal was to investigate how the escape of magnetospheric O+ into the dayside 

magnetosheath may correlate with the solar cycle. Understanding of the escape of O+ and 

how it varies with different solar wind conditions is important in a context of planetary 

evolution. The analysis shows clear indications that the level of O+ escape is correlated with 

the solar cycle; the amount of O+ in the magnetosheath decreases when the activity of the 

Sun becomes weaker. A short study on plasma waves in the magnetosheath has also been 

made, but without any evidence of a correlation with the solar cycle. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The Earth’s magnetosphere is the region where the geomagnetic field dominates over the 

interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). The outer boundary of the magnetosphere is called the 

magnetopause and the space outside consists of plasma from the Sun, the so called solar wind 

(SW). When the supersonic SW approaches the magnetosphere a bow shock is formed, which 

abruptly slows down the SW to subsonic speeds. Between the magnetopause and the bow 

shock lies the so called magnetosheath, a region filled with shocked SW plasma. It has been 

less explored than many other regions, even though this has started to change in the last few 

decades. The magnetosheath is important in many ways since much of the direct interactions 

between the SW and the magnetosphere take place here. The Cluster mission is a European 

Space Agency (ESA) mission launched in 2000. Over the past 15 years it has been studying key 

regions of the Earth’s magnetosphere and its interactions with the SW. Using four spacecraft 

traveling in close formation it is possible to make three-dimensional and time-resolved 

measurements of the environment. 

1.2 Aim of the thesis 

The main aims of the thesis are to sort out magnetosheath data from magnetospheric data, 

identify the presence of O+ in the dayside magnetosheath and to investigate how the escape 

of magnetospheric O+ may depend on the solar cycle. 

The thesis will extend an existing magnetosheath data set covering the years 2001 to 2003 

(Slapak 2013). It will now include four more years to cover a time period from 2001 to 2007, 

a period ranging from high to low solar activity. How the activity of the Sun changes with time 

is visualized in Figure 1.1, which shows the average daily number of sunspots between 1990 

and 2014; the highlighted section shows the seven years included in the thesis. 

In the next phase measurements of O+ in the dayside magnetosheath will be compiled into a 

data set. The extended time period allows for studies of how the escape of magnetospheric 

O+ into the magnetosheath correlates with the solar cycle. Some initial analysis on the O+ data, 

as well as on plasma wave data, will be performed to find any dependencies on the solar cycle. 

1.3 Method 

The first task will be to separate magnetosheath data from magnetospheric data in a large 

data set from one of the Cluster spacecraft. The data come from three instruments, as 

described in Section 3.2. The data set consists of a large time series of measurements on many 

different variables. By visual inspection of several of the variables, as described in Section 4.3, 

magnetopause crossings will be identified and data from within the magnetosheath collected. 

A database that can be used in future studies will be compiled. It will contain moment data 

for H+ and O+, such as ion densities, temperatures and bulk velocities. Also magnetic field data 

will be included, as well as data on magnetic and electric waves. However, the O+ data 
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identified will be contaminated by intense H+ fluxes and give false counts. Therefore, all time 

periods with real O+ data in the magnetosheath need to be identified, as described in Section 

4.4. A separate database will be created for this set of uncontaminated O+ data. 

Then a statistical study of the uncontaminated O+ data will be performed by means of 

occurrence rate and average flux. Plasma waves will also be briefly investigated. The results 

will then be matched against the average daily number of sunspots per year to find any 

correlations with the solar cycle. 

1.4 Scope and limitations 

The data will be thoroughly investigated to find all magnetosheath regions as well as all time 

periods when large amounts of uncontaminated O+ occur. However, time constraints will limit 

the amount of analysis that can be performed. 

Only data from the dayside will be used since this is where most O+ is assumed to escape the 

magnetosphere and enter the magnetosheath. Another limitation on the data to be used is 

that it will only cover the months January to May, the time of the year when the apogee of 

the spacecraft is on the dayside. Only data from 2001 to 2007 will be used. 

The data used in the thesis cover most of the transition from high to low solar activity in solar 

cycle 23 (1996–2008). This will provide a clear picture of how the occurrence of O+ in the 

magnetosheath depends on the conditions of the SW. Using data for a longer time period 

could of course strengthen any results found. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Average daily number of sunspots between 1990 and 2014. The highlighted area shows the years 2001–2007 which 
are used in the thesis, a period ranging from high to low solar activity. Source: SILSO data, Royal Observatory of Belgium, 
Brussels. 
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2 Earth’s magnetic environment 

2.1 The magnetosphere 

The Earth’s magnetic field is created by its dynamic core. Close to the surface of the planet it 

can be approximated as a dipolar field. The Earth’s magnetosphere is the region in space 

where the plasma motions are governed by the geomagnetic field rather than by the IMF. It 

starts above the ionosphere at about 1,000 km (Pisacane 2005), and extends out till the so 

called magnetopause where it meets the SW. Despite its name the magnetosphere is not a 

sphere; it is compressed on the dayside and stretches far away from the Earth in the anti-

sunward direction. Its appearance can be seen in Figure 2.1. In the figure, as well as in the rest 

of the thesis, geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinates are used. This system is fixed with 

respect to a line from the Earth to the Sun, with the X axis towards the Sun and the Z axis 

perpendicular to the ecliptic plane of the Solar System. The origin is at the center of the Earth. 

The inner edge of the magnetosphere is the ionosphere, a region which is partly ionized and 

highly conductive. The ionosphere is the upper part of the atmosphere and stretches from 

about 100 km to 1,000 km (Pisacane 2005). Even though there is no sharp boundary between 

the ionosphere and the magnetosphere, the high particle density and the larger proportion of 

neutral particles in the ionosphere make the regions distinct from one another. In the dayside 

ionosphere both the electron density and the ion density is on the order of 105 cm-3 (Kivelson 

& Russell, 1995). In the ionosphere not only the magnetic field affects the particles but also 

gravitation and collisions. The inner part of the magnetosphere, called the plasmasphere, is 

located just outside of the ionosphere. It is a toroidal shaped region that reaches out about 

3–5 Earth radii (RE), till the so called plasmapause (Kivelson & Russell, 1995). The plasmasphere 

rotates with the Earth and has a typical number density of 103–104 cm-3 (Cravens 1997). It 

includes the Van Allen radiation belts, two regions with charged and energetic particles. The 

inner belt is characterized by high energy protons and the outer belt consists mainly of high 

energy electrons. The outer dayside magnetospheric plasma, outside of the plasmasphere, 

has a typical number density of about 1 cm-3 and temperatures on the order of 108 K (Onsager 

2001). 

2.1.1 The magnetopause 

The outer boundary of the magnetosphere is a relatively thin current layer called the 

magnetopause. Its position in space is highly variable and depends on the pressure balance 

between the magnetosphere and the SW. When the solar activity is strong the magnetopause 

is pushed back closer to the Earth on the dayside and otherwise it stretches out into space. 

The solar activity is measured by the number of sunspots, as described in Section 2.3. The 

distance to the Earth on the dayside varies between about 6 and 15 RE, with a typical value of 

10 RE. The thickness of the layer is most often between 400 and 1000 km (Berchem & Russell, 

1982). The properties of the plasma in the magnetopause are gradually transformed from 

magnetospheric to those in the region outside, the magnetosheath, which is described in 

Section 2.2. 
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2.1.2 The magnetotail 

On the nightside of the Earth the magnetosphere is stretched out, away from the Sun. This 

region is called the magnetotail. On the dayside magnetic reconnection brings together the 

field lines from the magnetosphere with the IMF. They convects with the SW on the nightside 

and creates a tail like structure. It is not known how far out it stretches but it has been 

measured to be at least 200 RE, reaching well beyond the orbit of the moon (Kivelson & Russell, 

1995). The magnetotail is divided in a northern and a southern lobe. The plasma density in the 

lobes are usually less than 0.1 cm-3 (Kivelson & Russell, 1995). At about 100 RE the two lobes 

reconnect at the so called neutral point (Kivelson & Russell, 1995), a small region where the 

plasma is trapped in closed field lines and some of it is transported back towards the Earth. 

The plasma sheet is the region between the Earth and the neutral point that contains these 

closed field lines, separating the two lobes. The plasma sheet has a typical number density of 

0.1–1 cm-3 (Kivelson & Russell, 1995), and in the middle of it lies a current sheet, the so called 

neutral sheet. 

2.1.3 The polar caps and the plasma mantle 

The two regions from which the open field lines stretches out into the magnetotail are called 

the polar caps, one at each end of the Earth. The dayside parts of the polar caps are called the 

polar cusps, two regions that are direct links between the magnetosheath and the 

magnetosphere. It is in the cusps that most of the direct interactions between these two 

regions take place. Between the polar cap and the dipolar field region is the auroral zone, from 

where closed field lines stretches out into the magnetotail. The plasma sheet in the 

magnetotail is made up from these closed field lines mapping to the auroral zone. 

At the outer edge of the magnetotail lies the plasma mantle which reaches out to the 

magnetopause. The mantle is a region filled with plasma from both the magnetosheath and 

the ionosphere. The open field lines in the cusps convect in the tail and plasma from the 

magnetosheath that is mirrored in the low altitude cusps, as well as plasma from the 

ionosphere, are transported along these lines into the mantle. 

2.2 The magnetosheath 

Outside of the magnetosphere lies a region called the magnetosheath. The term 

"magnetosheath" appears for the first time in Dessler & Fejer (1963). Figures of a bow shock 

detached from the then unnamed magnetopause were shown in several papers the year 

before (e.g. Axford 1962). 

When the supersonic SW slows down to subsonic speeds as it approaches the Earth, a bow 

shock is formed. The magnetosheath is the region between the magnetopause and the bow 

shock, filled with shocked SW plasma. The plasma and its magnetic field are compressed and 

becomes very turbulent. When the plasma enters the magnetosheath through the bow shock 

the temperature rises significantly. Unlike in the outside SW the temperature ratio between 

ions and electrons is fairly constant in the magnetosheath, averaging about 6 (Kivelson & 
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Russell, 1995). The magnetic field in the magnetosheath is much weaker and more turbulent 

than in the magnetosphere. The particle density generally decreases from the bow shock and 

inwards, but it is usually considerably higher than in the magnetosphere. Plasma in the dayside 

magnetosheath has a typical particle density of 1–100 cm-3, and temperatures of the order 

105–107 K (Onsager 2001). 

The location and width of the magnetosheath vary greatly in response to the SW conditions. 

Due to the dynamic nature of the bow shock and the magnetopause, statistical studies of the 

magnetosheath are often difficult to perform (Dimmock & Nykyri, 2013). 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Cross-section of the terrestrial magnetosphere in the X-Z plane in GSE coordinates, with origin at the center of the 
Earth. Adapted from Russell (1987). 

 

2.3 Interactions with the solar wind 

The solar wind is a continuous stream of charged particles that originate from the Sun’s 

corona. It is a high energy plasma consisting mostly of protons and electrons, with a small 

amount of helium ions. The SW conditions are highly variable and depend on the activity of 

the Sun. It is created by differences in pressure between the corona and the interplanetary 

medium. This accelerates the plasma which can eventually overcome gravity and escape. The 

SW can be described as collisionless and highly conductive, it is supersonic and has a typical 

speed of a few 100 km/s. The IMF is created when the SW takes the magnetic field of the Sun 

with it, the field is referred to as “frozen-in” to the plasma. Since the Sun rotates a spiral of 

the magnetic field is formed. 
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At 1 astronomical unit (AU), the distance between the Sun and the Earth, the angle between 

the IMF and the line from the Earth to the Sun is about 45 degrees. At this distance the proton 

density of the SW is about 6.6 cm-3, the electron density is 7.1 cm-3 and the He2+ density is 0.25 

cm-3. A typical velocity is about 450 km/s and the magnetic field is about 7 nT (Kivelson & 

Russell, 1995). 

The geomagnetic field shields the Earth from SW plasma bombardment and most of the 

particles are deflected around the planet. The magnetosphere is the resulting “bubble” 

around the Earth. The upper, ionized atmosphere is linked to the SW by open field lines. 

Therefore both the ionosphere and the SW are a source of the plasma in the magnetosphere. 

The SW interacts with the magnetosphere in many ways. Geomagnetic storms can disrupt 

telecommunications and electrical grids and also do damage to satellites, especially those in 

geosynchronous orbits. When particles that originate from the SW collide with the upper 

atmosphere the aurora is created. A more subtle effect is atmospheric losses to the 

interplanetary medium; it may not have any immediate effects for life on Earth but in the long 

run it affects the planetary evolution. 

The magnetic activity of the Sun is measured by the number of sunspots on its surface. The 

number of sunspots oscillates over time, with a period of about 11 years. In the last 150 years 

the average daily number of sunspots per year has varied between 2 and 190, with a mean 

value of about 55 (Royal Observatory of Belgium). These variations are closely related to the 

Sun’s main magnetic field and in one cycle the main field reverses, in two cycles it returns to 

the initial orientation. This solar cycle also correlates to the geomagnetic activity (Kivelson & 

Russell, 1995). With higher solar activity more radiation reach the Earth, and this in turn 

affects the weather and climate on the planet. How the solar activity affects the conditions in 

the magnetosheath has yet to be thoroughly investigated. 

2.4 Escape of O+ 

Along the open field lines in the cusps, lighter ions can escape from the upper ionosphere into 

the tail lobes due to the difference in pressure between the two regions. When the 

phenomenon was proposed in the 1960s it became known as the polar wind (Axford 1968; 

Banks & Holzer, 1968). It was confirmed by in situ measurements when H+ and He+ was 

observed to escape (Hoffman & Dodson, 1980). Later O+ has also been observed in the polar 

wind (Abe et al. 1993). The ion velocity increases with altitude and an acceleration mechanism 

must exist over the polar caps (Yau et al. 2007). 

The entire polar caps are sources of O+ but the cusps are believed to be the main ones (Slapak 

2013). The cusps are direct input channels for SW energy, in the form of particles, electric 

fields and plasma waves, which in turn can accelerate particles in the ionosphere. The most 

profound carrier of this energy is believed to be electrons with an energy of up to a few 100 

eV. Ionospheric O+ upflow of more than 1013 m-2s-1 has been observed (Ogawa et al. 2009). 

The upflowing particles usually have velocities of about 1 km/s which is far below the escape 

velocity. Therefore they have to be accelerated further to overcome gravity. The fact that high 

energy O+ has been observed in the cusps shows that there must be some acceleration 
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processes. The ions in the cusps are effectively heated by wave-particle interactions (e.g. Waara 

et al. 2011). Thus the cusps act both as channels for incoming SW and escaping atmospheric 

particles. 

Some of the escaping particles follow the open field lines down the magnetotail where they 

have been observed far away from the Earth. When the field lines reconnect at the neutral 

point, some of the particles return back to the Earth in the plasma sheet. Those with enough 

energy will escape into interplanetary space. 

The total O+ flux appears to decrease with distance in the tail lobes, probably as a result of 

convection into the plasma sheet. Outflow of O+ into the magnetosheath is also likely to be a 

contributing factor. The total flux in the magnetotail close to the Earth has been observed to 

be of the order 1024 s-1 (Seki et al. 2001). Since this is far lower than the O+ outflow of 2x1025 

(Yau & André, 1997) in the cusps it may be assumed that most O+ escapes into the SW, either 

downstream in the tail (Nilsson 2011), or directly into the dayside magnetosheath (Slapak et 

al. 2013). 

The escape of O+ into the high altitude dayside magnetosheath depends on the IMF direction. 

In a case study O+ was only observed in the magnetosheath for southward IMF (Slapak et al. 

2012). A statistical study however shows that escape of O+ during northward IMF is relatively 

common, but a factor 2 smaller than for southward IMF (Slapak et al. 2015). An important loss 

mechanism of O+ to the dayside magnetosheath is therefore escape along newly opened field 

lines associated with reconnection events, where reconnection during southward IMF is more 

effective. 

To be able to escape, the atmospheric particles have to overcome both gravity and the 

terrestrial magnetic field, and therefore they need to be sufficiently accelerated. How much 

of the atmosphere is lost is not known but there is ongoing research in the field. 
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3 The Cluster mission 

The Cluster mission is a European Space Agency (ESA) mission to study the Earth’s 

magnetosphere and its interactions with the SW (Escoubet et al. 2001). It is comprised of four 

identical spacecraft flying in a tetrahedral configuration, making three-dimensional and time-

resolved measurements of the magnetic environment around the planet possible. 

The mission was proposed in 1982 with the purpose of studying key regions of the Earth’s 

magnetosphere. The satellites was launched from Guiana Space Centre in Kourou in June 1996 

by an Ariane 5 rocket. The launch was unsuccessful, however, and after just 37 seconds the 

rocket broke up. After consideration ESA decided to build a new single Cluster satellite named 

”Phoenix” that would be identical to the four previous ones. It would make use of as much 

hardware as possible from spare parts. Soon it was realized that the single spacecraft would 

not be able to meet most of the objectives for the program and in the end it was decided that 

four spacecraft would be used. This new set of satellites, named Cluster II, was now to be 

launched by two Russian Soyuz rockets. The first pair of satellites were launched on 16 July 

2000 from the Baikonur Cosmodrome and the second pair on 9 August 2000. The mission 

lifetime has been extended multiple times and as of 2015 the spacecraft are still in use. 

The four spacecraft are named Salsa, Samba, Rumba and Tango. They have an elliptical polar 

orbit with a period of 57 hours and their spin period is 4 seconds. They have a perigee of about 

3 RE and an apogee of about 19 RE. The orbit of the Cluster spacecraft can be seen in Figure 

3.1. 

3.1 Scientific objectives 

Together with the Solar Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), the Cluster mission makes up ESA’s 

Solar Terrestrial Science Programme (STSP). It is intended to help in the understanding of the 

interactions between the environments of the Sun and the Earth. The objectives were kept 

the same for Cluster II as for the unsuccessful Cluster. 

The key objectives for the Cluster mission are to study small-scale plasma structures in key 

plasma regions close to the Earth, such as the magnetotail, the polar cusps, auroral zones, 

magnetopause, magnetosheath, bow shock and interplanetary SW. It will also study the 

electric and magnetic fields. It will help in understanding many different time-dependent 

phenomena in the near Earth environment. 

One specific question the mission will try to answer is how the SW particles enter the 

magnetosphere through the polar cusps. Another is how the plasma is accelerated in the 

magnetotail during substorms. The mission will also help us better understand the auroras. It 

will enable us to make better predictions on space weather, which in turn can have large 

impacts on the daily life on Earth. 
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3.2 Instruments 

All four spacecraft have an identical set of eleven instruments, built by European and 

American teams. The data used in this thesis come from three of the instruments, the Cluster 

Ion Spectroscopy (CIS) experiment, the Electric Field and Wave (EFW) experiment and the 

Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM). 

The CIS experiment provides data on the composition and distribution of ions (Rème et al. 

2001). It consists of two spectrometers, the Composition Distribution Function (CODIF) and 

the Hot Ion Analyzer (HIA). In this thesis only data from the CODIF are used. It has mass 

resolution and provides distributions in three dimensions of the four most common ion 

species in the magnetosphere, H+, He+, He++ and O+. The CODIF uses an electrostatic analyzer 

which the ions passes through. The ions are then accelerated by a voltage and at last they are 

measured in a time-of-flight section. 

From the EFW experiment data on the electric field are provided (Gustafsson et al. 2001). The 

experiment consists of four spherical probes which measures 8 cm in diameter and are located 

on two wire booms that are perpendicular to each other. The distance between the two 

probes on each boom is 88 m. The two booms are in the spin plane of the spacecraft and 

therefore only two dimensional field data are provided. The sample frequency in normal mode 

is 25 Hz. 

The FGM measures the direction and magnitude of the magnetic field (Balogh et al. 2001). The 

three field components are recorded by two triaxial fluxgate magnetic field sensors, mounted 

on a 5 m boom. The two sensors are located at the end of the boom and 1.5 m from the end 

respectively. The instrument can measure the magnetic field from a range of a few tens of nT 

to several thousands of nT. The sample frequency in normal mode is 22.4 Hz. 

 

Figure 3.1: The orbit of the Cluster spacecraft. During winter the orbit corresponds to high altitude passes over the polar cap 
on the dayside. Adapted from the European Space Agency (2000). 
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4 Compiling data sets 

4.1 Data used 

Data used in the thesis are taken from satellite four, named “Tango”. It covers the years 2001–

2007, with relatively few measurements from 2001. It includes measurements from three 

different instruments as described in Section 3.2. 

The data come in three sets, one for ions and magnetic fields, one for magnetic waves and 

one for electric waves. The three sets are in turn divided by year into seven files each, which 

gives a total of 21 files. Variables in the data sets include three dimensional moments for H+ 

and O+, such as densities, temperatures and bulk velocities. There are also data on the 

magnetic field and on electric and magnetic waves, in terms of power spectral densities. 

Positions are given in GSE coordinates and times are given as MATLAB serial date numbers. 

4.2 Data processing 

To process the data MATLAB has been used. The first step was to combine the seven years of 

data in each data set described in Section 4.1 into one single file per set. 

The orbit of the spacecraft relative to the Sun-Earth system changes during the year and only 

data between January and May are considered. This corresponds to a time period when the 

apogee is located on the dayside, as can be seen in Figure 3.1, which allows for studies of high-

altitude dayside data for the cusps, plasma mantle and magnetosheath. Also only data from 

the dayside (XGSE > 0) are considered. Data from the nightside and from outside the desired 

time ranges are excluded in the three new files. 

To be able to go through the data to find all magnetosheath regions, as will be described in 

Section 4.3, the data have to be divided into smaller time periods, all with a unique index. A 

new index is created when more than three minutes have passed between two 

measurements. This is short enough to split the data every time the satellite enters the 

interplanetary medium. At the same time it is long enough to keep together data where only 

a short break has occurred. Using this method 1,142 time periods were found. 

A MATLAB script has been developed that shows the time periods one by one and plots several 

variables. This enables each period to be investigated individually, as described in Section 4.3. 

The source code is included in Appendix I. 

4.3 Identification of magnetosheath regions 

Since the location of the magnetopause varies with time all crossings must be identified 

individually. There are no unambiguous criteria for a magnetopause crossing and they have 

therefore been found by visual inspection of the indexed time periods described in Section 

4.2. Several variables were investigated. 
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Often the most evident indication of a magnetopause crossing can be seen in the magnetic 

field. It is relatively stable in the magnetosphere and much more turbulent in the 

magnetosheath. This feature often gives a clear distinction of when the satellite traverses the 

magnetopause. Since the magnetopause is the boundary between the Earth’s magnetic field 

and the IMF, a sudden change in the directions of the magnetic field components is also often 

observed. A typical magnetopause crossing can be seen in Figure 4.1, where the magnetic field 

abruptly changes at around 21.17. 

To confirm that the satellite is actually in the magnetosheath before or after a crossing, several 

different indicators have been considered. One of the clearest is to look at the concentration 

of H+ in energy spectrograms. For lower energies the H+ flux is much higher in the 

magnetosheath than in the magnetosphere. In the H+ energy spectrogram in Figure 4.1 a clear 

distinction between the two regions can be seen. A software called cl has been used to create 

the spectrograms. cl was developed for the Cluster project in 2000 and uses data from several 

of its instruments. In addition to the energy spectrograms it can plot data on the magnetic 

field. For H+, He+, He++ and O+ with an energy range from 35 eV to 26 keV the software also 

includes moment data, such as velocities. More projects have been added to the software 

after Cluster (Penou). 

In addition to this, several variables have been investigated in MATLAB. One is the number 

density of H+ as measured by the CODIF. In the magnetosheath the typical H+ density is a few 

10 cm-3; in the magnetosphere it is usually much smaller. Another variable used is the so called 

β value, defined as the plasma pressure over the magnetic pressure. In the magnetosphere 

the magnetic pressure dominates over the plasma pressure but in the magnetosheath they 

are much more equal, corresponding to a β close to, or above, 1. These two variables can also 

be seen in Figure 4.1. 

4.4 Identification of uncontaminated O+ 

At high latitudes it can be difficult to separate protons originating from the ionosphere and 

from the magnetosheath. Therefore O+ is often used in studies of processes in the 

magnetosphere, especially in the polar regions where a mix of ions from both regions is 

frequent. 

The CODIF spectrometer generally makes accurate measurements of ion masses, but when 

the H+ flux is large the instrument can be contaminated and give false counts (Nilsson et al. 

2006). This is most profound in the magnetosheath since it consists primarily of SW plasma, 

which has a large H+ flux. Also the cusps are strongly affected since they contain a lot of plasma 

from the magnetosheath. 

These false counts need to be removed in order to analyse the O+ flux. To do this one can use 

the fact that most H+ has energies below 3 keV while most of the O+ has much higher energies, 

often up to one order of magnitude higher than H+. Therefore most of the contaminated data 

can be sorted out without losing much information if O+ data below 3 keV are removed (Slapak 

et al. 2013). 
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In the O+ data set, only time periods where high concentration of hot O+ can be seen in the 

energy spectrograms are selected. All the magnetosheath regions found in Section 4.3 have 

been investigated one by one by visual inspections. The sought after periods often stand out 

quite clear in the O+ energy spectrograms, with distinct regions of high O+ densities above 3 

keV. An example of such a period can be seen in Figure 4.2. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: The first two panels show the energy spectrograms for H+ and O+ respectively. The third panel shows the magnetic 
field and the fourth and fifth panel show the H+ density and the β value respectively. A typical magnetopause crossing on 5 
February 2005 is marked by a black box. In this case the spacecraft leaves the magnetosheath and enters the magnetosphere. 
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Figure 4.2: The H+ energy spectrogram in the first panel, as well as the magnetic field, the H+ density and the β value in the 
third, fourth and fifth panel respectively, clearly indicate that the spacecraft is in the magnetosheath. A typical time period 
with a large amount of uncontaminated O+ in the magnetosheath is marked by a black box. This can be seen in the O+ energy 
spectrogram in the second panel. 
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5 Results 

5.1 Data set with magnetosheath regions 

1,030 magnetosheath regions were identified in the set of 1,142 time periods described in 

Section 4.2. They were found using the methods described in Section 4.3. 

Figure 5.1 shows the spatial distribution of the identified magnetosheath regions, i.e. the 

location of the spacecraft for each measurement made in the magnetosheath. They are shown 

per year as well as the seven years combined. The locations are described in cylindrical GSE 

coordinates, where positive 𝑋 is along a line from the Earth to the Sun and 𝑅 = √𝑌2 + 𝑍2. 

Much fewer magnetosheath regions can be seen for 2001 than for the other six years, 

corresponding to less data available for that year. 

The new data set contains all parameters from the original Cluster data sets, but only includes 

measurements from when the spacecraft is in the identified magnetosheath regions. The set 

has been used to find time periods with uncontaminated O+ in the magnetosheath as 

described in Section 4.4. The investigation of plasma waves described in Section 5.4 also uses 

the data set. The set can be used in future statistical and case studies on the characteristics of 

the magnetosheath. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Spatial distribution of the identified magnetosheath regions, illustrated in cylindrical GSE coordinates. The Earth is 
indicated by a black ball and a typical magnetopause is marked by a dashed line. The last panel shows the seven years 
combined. 
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5.2 Data set with uncontaminated O+ 

440 time periods for uncontaminated O+ with energies above 3 keV were identified inside the 

1,030 magnetosheath regions included in the data set described in Section 5.1. This was done 

using the method described in Section 4.4. 

Figure 5.2 shows the spatial distribution of all measurement made in the magnetosheath 

during time periods with high concentrations of uncontaminated O+. They are shown per year 

as well as the seven years combined. The locations are described in cylindrical GSE. Except for 

the year 2001, which has little data available, it is clearly seen that the number of times where 

uncontaminated O+ occurs decreases rapidly year by year. 

The new data set contains all parameters from the original Cluster data sets, but only for 

measurements made in the 440 time periods with uncontaminated O+. The set can be used in 

future studies of O+ in the magnetosheath and a first analysis is presented in Section 5.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Spatial distribution of the identified time periods with uncontaminated O+, illustrated in cylindrical GSE coordinates. 
The Earth is indicated by a black ball and a typical magnetopause is marked by a dashed line. The last panel shows the seven 
years combined. 
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5.3 Escape of O+ into the dayside magnetosheath 

O+ is often used in studies of processes in the magnetosphere and the escape of ions into the 

magnetosheath, as mentioned in Section 4.4. 

To investigate any connections between the presence of O+ in the magnetosheath and the 

solar cycle, the occurrence rate of O+ in the magnetosheath has been calculated. This is done 

by dividing the number of measurements where hot O+ occurs with the total number of 

measurements from inside the magnetosheath. Doing this shows a strong correlation with the 

solar cycle, as can be seen in Figure 5.3. The presence of hot O+ is much more common when 

the solar activity is high. 

It can also be investigated how the average O+ flux varies between the years. This is defined 

as the number density for uncontaminated O+ in the magnetosheath multiplied by the bulk 

velocity for O+. As can be seen in Figure 5.4 the flux is of the order 109 m-2s-1. It varies 

throughout the years with a factor less than 2 and in comparison with the occurrence rate it 

can be considered almost constant. This suggests that the average flux does not depend on 

the solar cycle. 

To be able to escape from the magnetosphere the O+ must reach a certain velocity that is 

independent of the SW conditions. That means a certain energization of the ions must occur. 

However, since the occurrence rate measured decreases with the solar cycle, it is suggested 

that O+ less often becomes sufficiently energized to escape when the solar activity is low. 

 

 

Figure 5.3: The first panel shows the solar cycle between 2001 and 2007 as a function of the average daily number of sunspots 
per year. The second panel shows the occurrence rate of uncontaminated O+ in the magnetosheath. Sunspot data come from 
the Royal Observatory of Belgium, Brussels. 
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Figure 5.4: Average flux of uncontaminated O+ in the magnetosheath for the seven years. The error bars represent the 
standard deviations. 

 

5.4 Variations in plasma waves in the magnetosheath 

Disturbances in a magnetized ionized medium will generate oscillations of electric and 

magnetic fields. These field perturbations may propagate through the medium in the form of 

different types of plasma waves, i.e. magnetic and electric waves. These waves interact with 

the charged particles, i.e. protons and electrons, which in turn can lead to heating. An 

appropriate way to study the wave activity is to consider the spectral density of the electric 

and magnetic fields variations. The time series of the fields have been Fourier transformed to 

obtain spectral densities corresponding to frequencies up to 10 Hz. This frequency range is 

suitable as it covers the typical ion gyrofrequencies at high magnetospheric altitudes. The 

average spectral density for each time series has been calculated and considered in this report. 

The construction of the wave data sets is described in more detail by Waara et al. 2011. 

Most of the heating of ions in the polar cusps comes from wave activity corresponding to the 

frequencies around the ion gyrofrequenies, which in turn is responsible for the subsequent 

escape of O+ into the magnetosheath. A study of the plasma waves in the magnetosheath as 

a function of the solar cycle might explain the more efficient O+ energization in the cusps 

during higher solar activity. In this thesis the electric and magnetic waves have been studied. 

Neither of them seem to depend on the solar cycle, as can be seen in Figure 5.5. One possible 

explanation could be that the energization in the cusps is related to the input of kinetic energy 

in terms of the plasma flux. The waves responsible for the plasma heating in the cusps must 

therefore be generated within the magnetosphere itself, for example in some processes 

associated with the plasma flows. 

To find out how the waves may be generated in the cusps would require rigorous studies of 

the cusp plasmas and electric and magnetic field perturbations. This is however out of the 

scope for this thesis. 

The data on the electric waves include some strongly discrepant measurements which have 

been removed here. Without any further investigation of these measurements and whether 

they are errors or not, no conclusive results can be obtained. In order to understand the cause 

of the discrepant measurements a separate and extensive investigation would be required. 
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Figure 5.5: Spectral densities for plasma waves between 2001 and 2007. The first panel shows the magnetic waves (SB) and 
the second panel shows the electric waves (SE). The error bars represent the standard deviations. Some strongly discrepant 
measurements for the electric waves have been removed. 
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6 Discussion 

The main goal of the thesis was to compile two data sets with data from the dayside 

magnetosheath and for time periods with uncontaminated O+ respectively. The identification 

of the desired regions and time periods turned out well. As will be discussed in Section 6.1 the 

sets seem to have been properly assembled. These comprehensive data sets of measurements 

from well defined regions and time periods can now be used in future statistical studies or 

case studies of magnetosheath characteristics and escape of magnetospheric O+, as will be 

discussed in Section 6.2. 

The secondary goal was to do some initial analysis on the data sets to find any dependencies 

between the escape of magnetospheric O+ and the solar cycle. The analysis was satisfactorily 

performed and strong indications of a correlation between the two was found. 

The only goal that was not fully met was the analysis on plasma waves, which produced no 

conclusive results. The reason for this was the presence of some strongly discrepant 

measurement which could not be investigated due to time constraints, as discussed in Section 

5.4. 

6.1 Evaluation 

There is a small possibility that the magnetosheath regions or the time periods with 

uncontaminated O+ identified in the thesis have been selected erroneously. However, 

ambiguous time periods have been excluded which should result in credible data sets. 

The occurrence rate for O+ described in Section 5.3 agrees well with an earlier statistical study 

on O+ in the dayside magnetosheath (Slapak et al. 2013). This is a good indication that both 

the identified magnetosheath regions and the time periods with O+ found in the thesis are 

reliable. Therefore also the results on the O+ escape into the magnetosheath seem credible. 

The analysis of the electric waves is insufficient, as described in Section 5.4, and a more 

profound study is required to draw any firm conclusions. 

As mentioned earlier the year 2001 includes much less data than the other six years studied. 

This can obviously affect the analysis of the data from that year. 2001 is indeed the year that 

seems to differ the most from the solar cycle in Figure 5.3. This may or may not be explained 

by the lack of data. 

6.2 Future work 

The analysis of the escape of O+ into the magnetosheath has been limited, mainly due to time 

constraints, and is something that deserves further work on. One specific task for a future 

study could be to calculate the total O+ escape flux and compare with earlier studies (e.g. 

Slapak et al. 2013). Also any other O+ characteristics could be basis for a future study. 

As mentioned in Section 5.4 a future study on how plasma waves in the cusps are generated 

is warranted. Also what causes the discrepant measurements for the electric waves in the 
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magnetosheath, errors in the instruments or the data sets or any physical phenomena, could 

be the basis for a future study. 

An obvious expansion of this study would be to include data from a longer time period, for 

example an entire solar cycle. This could strengthen or disprove any results found. Other 

extensions could be to include data from more than one of the Cluster spacecraft, or data 

from other space missions. 
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Appendix I 

% Survey.m 
% 
% A tool to survey all time periods to identify any magnetosheath regions 
% The matrix with all selected regions can then be saved as a .mat file 
% 

  
% Load files 
load Data/caa_all_sc4 
load Data/psdB_all 
load Data/psdE_all 

  
% Matrix where all identified magnetosheath regions are saved 
magnetosheath_times = []; 

  
% Go through all time periods 
for i = 1:max(index) 

  
    % Elements for current time period 
    all = find( index == i ); 
    sub = all; 

  
    % Skip time periods with less than 100 measurements 
    if numel(all) < 100 
        continue 
    end 

  
    % Plots 
    while 1 

  
        % Times 
        time = m_time(sub); 
        size = numel(sub); 

  
        % Title 
        gse = round( [ gse_x(sub(1)) gse_x(sub(size)) ] / 637.1 ) * 0.1; 
        orbit = [ 'Orbit ' num2str(i) ' of ' num2str( max(index) ) ]; 
        date = [ 'Date ' datestr( time(1), 'yyyy-mm-dd' ) ]; 
        duration = [ 'Duration ' datestr( time(size) - time(1), 'HH:MM') ]; 
        coord = [ 'R_E ' num2str(gse(1)) ' - ' num2str(gse(2)) ]; 
        count = [ 'Measurements ' num2str(size) ]; 

  
        % Magnetic fields 
        subplot(4,2,1); 
        plot( time, B(sub), 'r', time, Bx(sub), 'g', ... 
            time, By(sub), 'k', time, Bz(sub), 'b' ); 
        title( [ orbit ' --- ' date ' --- ' duration ... 
            ' --- ' coord ' --- ' count ] ); 
        datetick( 'x', 15, 'keepticks' ); 
        ylabel( 'B [nT]' ); 
        ylim( [-180 180] ); 
        line( [ m_time(1) m_time(numel(m_time)) ] , [ 1 1 ], ... 
            'LineStyle', '-.', 'Color', 'k' ); 
        xlimits = xlim; 

  
        % Number density for hydrogen 
        subplot(4,2,3); 
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        plot( time, NH(sub), 'r' ); 
        xlim( xlimits ); 
        datetick( 'x', 15, 'keepticks' ); 
        ylabel( 'H^+ [cm^-^3]' ); 
        ylim( [0 40] ); 

  
        % Beta 
        subplot(4,2,5); 
        semilogy( time, beta(sub), 'b' ); 
        xlim( xlimits ); 
        datetick( 'x', 15, 'keepticks' ); 
        ylabel( '\beta' ); 
        ylim( [1e-5 1e2] ); 
        line( [ m_time(1) m_time(numel(m_time)) ] , [ 1 1 ], ... 
            'LineStyle', '-.', 'Color', 'k' ); 

  
        % Velocities 
        subplot(4,2,7); 
        semilogy( time, VH(sub), 'b' ); 
        xlim( xlimits ); 
        datetick( 'x', 15, 'keepticks' ); 
        ylabel( 'v [km/s]' ); 
        ylim( [1e0 1e3] ); 

  
        % Temperature 
        subplot(4,2,2); 
        semilogy( time, TH_perp(sub), 'b' ); 
        xlim( xlimits ); 
        datetick( 'x', 15, 'keepticks' ); 
        ylabel( 'T_\perp [eV]' ); 
        ylim( [1e0 1e4] ); 

  
        % B waves 
        sub_B = find( psd_B_time >= m_time(sub(1)) & ... 
            psd_B_time <= m_time(sub(size)) ); 
        h = subplot(4,2,4); 
        cla(h); % Data missing sometimes 
        semilogy( psd_B_time(sub_B), psd_B_aver(sub_B), 'b' ); 
        xlim( xlimits ); 
        datetick( 'x', 15, 'keepticks' ); 
        ylabel( 'B waves' ); 
        ylim( [1e-4 1e4] ); 

  
        % E waves 
        sub_E = find( psd_E_time >= m_time(sub(1)) & ... 
            psd_E_time <= m_time(sub(size)) ); 
        h = subplot(4,2,6); 
        cla(h); % Data missing sometimes 
        semilogy( psd_E_time(sub_E), psd_E_aver(sub_E), 'b' ); 
        xlim( xlimits ); 
        datetick( 'x', 15, 'keepticks' ); 
        ylabel( 'E waves' ); 
        ylim( [1e-4 1e4] ); 

  
        % Highlight any selected magnetosheath regions 
        for j = 1:numel(magnetosheath_times)/2 

  
            start = magnetosheath_times(j, 1); 
            stop = magnetosheath_times(j, 2); 
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            if start > m_time( all(1) ) && stop < m_time( max(all) ) 

  
                for k = 1:7 

  
                    subplot(4, 2, k); 
                    ax = axis; 
                    patch( [ start start stop stop ], ... 
                    [ ax(3) ax(4) ax(4) ax(3) ], [0.92 0.92 0.98], ... 
                        'EdgeAlpha', 0.2, 'FaceAlpha', 0.5 ) 

  
                end 

  
            end 

  
        end 

  
        % Get user input 
        [x y] = ginput(2); 

  
        % Zoom in 
        if numel(all) == numel(sub) 

  
            if x(1) == x(2) 
                break 
            end 

  
            sub = find( m_time > min(x) & m_time < max(x) ); 

  
        % Zoom out 
        else 

  
            if x(1) ~= x(2) 
                magnetosheath_times = [ magnetosheath_times ; ... 
                min(x) max(x) ]; 
            end 

  
            sub = all; 

  
        end 

  
    end % while 

  
end % for 


